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GENOMICS SIMULATION AT EXASCALE SPEED 

Opioid addiction was linked to ~50,000 U.S. deaths in 2017. Understanding more about how genes contribute to traits 

such as chronic pain and addiction could help scientists address the opioid epidemic. 

A team at ORNL is comparing genetic variations to uncover hidden networks of genes that contribute to these complex 

traits. Using the Summit supercomputer, the team processed ~300 quadrillion element comparisons/second at a peak 

throughput of 2.36 exaops — the fastest science application ever reported.

Image credit: CC-BY-2.0 via 

Wikimedia Commons
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Powered by NVIDIA GPUs on the NVIDIA Clara platform, 12 Sigma Technologies’ 
σ-Discover/Lung system automatically detects lung nodules as small as .01% of 
an image, analyzes malignancy with >90% accuracy and provides a decision 
support tool to radiologists. When optimized on an NVIDIA T4 cluster the system 
runs up to 18x faster.

USING AI TO DETECT LUNG CANCER EARLY

www.NVIDIA.com/Inception

http://www.nvidia.com/Inception


Building the Factory of the Future

With 31 factories around the world and 2,100 possible configurations each for 40 different models, BMW might be the world’s 

largest custom-manufacturing company. 

Producing custom vehicles at this scale requires a tremendous amount of flexibility and agility in the manufacturing processes.

The company has implemented an end-to-end factory management system that blends reality and virtual reality, robotics, and 

AI.

BMW’s AI factory operates a full suite of NVIDIA technologies on NVIDIA Omniverse Enterprise, including the NVIDIA Isaac 

platform for robotics, the NVIDIA EGX edge computing platform, and the NVIDIA Aerial software development kit, which brings 

GPU-accelerated, software-defined 5G wireless radio access networks to the factory floor.



A team from UCSD, the University of Pittsburg, Argonne National Laboratory and Oak Ridge National Laboratory created the first model of the 
coronavirus’ spike protein opening and making contact with a human cell, winning a special Gordon Bell prize for HPC-based COVID-19 research.

The simulation of 305M atoms used all 27,648 NVIDIA GPUs on Summit, NVIDIA RTX 6000, NVIDIA Omniverse, NVIDIA Clara Discovery, and HPC apps 
that were tuned and optimized for NVIDIA GPUs including: AMBER, OpenMM, and NAMD. NVIDIA Omniverse was used to render the massive dataset 
in 10 days.

More than 4,000 researchers worldwide have downloaded the results — critical for vaccine design for COVID and future pathogens.

HPC+AI, OMNIVERSE PROVIDE CLEAREST VIEW OF CORONAVIRUS

Omniverse rendering (begins at 0.52): 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y1lPo1KXck4&feature=emb_logo

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y1lPo1KXck4&feature=emb_logo


NVAITC Italy



From Show to Tell: A Survey on Deep Learning-based Image
Captioning

Connecting Vision and Language plays an essential role in Generative

Intelligence. For this reason, large research efforts have been devoted to

image captioning, i.e. describing images with syntactically and semantically

meaningful sentences. Starting from 2015 the task has generally been

addressed with pipelines composed of a visual encoder and a language

model for text generation. However, regardless of the impressive results,

research in image captioning has not reached a conclusive answer yet.

This work aims at providing a comprehensive overview of image captioning

approaches, from visual encoding and text generation to training strategies,

datasets, and evaluation metrics. In this respect, we quantitatively compare

many relevant state-of-the-art approaches to identify the most impactful

technical innovations in architectures and training strategies. Moreover,

many variants of the problem and its open challenges are discussed. The

final goal of this work is to serve as a tool for understanding the existing

literature and highlighting the future directions for a research area where

Computer Vision and Natural Language Processing can find an optimal
synergy.

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2107.06912.pdf



Efficient yet Competitive Speech Translation

The primary goal of this project is to reduce model training costs without sacrificing 

translation quality for simultaneous speech translation tasks. As such, we first 

questioned the need of ASR pre-training, showing that it is not essential to achieve 

competitive results. Second, we focused on data filtering, showing that a simple 

method that looks at the ratio between source and target characters yields a quality 

improvement of 1 BLEU. Third, we compared different methods to reduce the 

detrimental effect of the audio segmentation mismatch between training data manually 

segmented at sentence level and inference data that is automatically segmented. 

Towards the same goal of training cost reduction, we participated in the simultaneous 

task with the same model trained for offline ST. The effectiveness of our lightweight 

training strategy was shown by the high score obtained on the MuST-C en-de corpus 

(26.7BLEU) and is confirmed in high-resource data conditions by a 1.6 BLEU 

improvement on the IWSLT2020 test set over last year’s winning system.

The result of this project got accepted for publication at IWSLT 2022.



Point Cloud Domain Adaption via Forecasting

3D point cloud segmentation is a fundamental task in autonomous driving. 

While several approaches have been proposed in the literature, most of 

them neglect an important aspect, i.e. how to cope with domain shift while 

handling dynamic visual data. This significantly hinders the navigation 

capabilities of self-driving vehicles which struggle to autonomously adapt 

their inner models to new unseen scenarios. This work advances the state-

of-the-art in this research area, by proposing the first Source-Free Online 

Unsupervised Domain Adaptation method for 3D LiDAR semantic 

segmentation, namely GP3D. Given a segmentation model trained on 

annotated synthetic data (source), GP3D aims to adapt this model on a 

target domain where no annotations are provided. Relying on feature 

centroids derived from the source and on geometric feature propagation, 

our method adapts a pre-trained source 3D segmentation model in an 

online fashion, without requiring neither source data nor target labels. 



CADL

International Workshop on Computational Aspects of Deep Learning

• First edition at ICPR 2020 Milan, Jan 2021 (virtual)

• Second edition at ECCV 2022 Tel Aviv, Oct 2022 (hybrid)

• Co-organized by Modena, Firenze, Berkeley, NVResearch, NVAITC

• Scientific workshop with proceedings

• NVAITC meetup to boost academic collaborations

• RTX GPU as Best Paper award !

• Homepage cadl.it

• Submitted to ICCV 2023 Paris for a third edition 🤞

https://ailb-web.ing.unimore.it/cadl2020/


Three years of activity

• 18 collaboration projects executed over various domains, from 
CV to astrophysics.

• More than 1300 researchers trained

• 27 joint publications out of 52 submissions (6 still pending) –
IEEE TPAMI, ECCV, ICPR, CVPR

• A second place at an international challenge on Action 
Anticipation

• More than 50 AI specific projects enabled on CINECA (~9M 
core/h consumed)

• A dedicated CINECA “Call for AI Proposals” driven by us

• Two Webinar Series in collaboration with our EMEA colleagues

• Two PhD Schools (ELLIS PhD School on Large-Scale AI - Sept 
2023)

• 2 Workshops on Computational Aspects of Deep Learning (ICPR
2020, ECCV 2022)

• Master Degree on Artificial Intelligence Engineering in 
collaboration with University of Modena and Reggio Emilia



What’s Next?



Dramatic increase in Model Sizes
The Trend Continues

Transformer:   275x / 2yrs

All AI Models:    25x / 2yrs

Moore’s Law:      2x / 2yrs
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Reliable way for improving model performance
Logarithmic relationship between the dataset size and accuracy

• Translation

• Language Models

• Character Language 
Models

• Image Classification

• Attention Speech Models

Hestness, J., Narang, S., Ardalani, N., Diamos, G., Jun, H., Kianinejad, H., ... & Zhou, Y. (2017). Deep Learning Scaling is Predictable, Empirically. arXiv preprint arXiv:1712.00409.



Scaling Laws apply to NLP
As you increase the dataset size, you must also increase the model size

Kaplan, J., McCandlish, S., Henighan, T., Brown, T. B., Chess, B., Child, R., ... & Amodei, D. (2020). Scaling Laws for Neural Language Models. arXiv preprint 

arXiv:2001.08361.



Scaling Laws apply to computer vision too
Increase in performance is proportional to the model size and dataset size

Big Transfer (BiT): General Visual Representation Learning



Are Large language models worth it?

The cost of incremental improvement

Are we building those 
models only for the 
small incremental 

improvement in their 
performance?

Is it worth all the 
engineering and 
computational 
investment?

10,000x Increase

Tom Henighan, Jared Kaplan, Mor Katz, Mark Chen, Christopher Hesse, Jacob Jackson, Heewoo Jun, Tom B. Brown, Prafulla Dhariwal, Scott Gray, Chris 
Hallacy, Benjamin Mann, Alec Radford, Aditya Ramesh, Nick Ryder, Daniel M. Ziegler, John Schulman, Dario Amodei, Sam McCandlish. Scaling Laws for 
Autoregressive Generative Modeling.2020



Few shot learning
Learning from far fewer examples

Brown, T. B., Mann, B., Ryder, N., Subbiah, M., Kaplan, J., Dhariwal, P., ... & Agarwal, S. (2020). Language models are few-shot learners. arXiv preprint arXiv:2005.14165..



Chatbot
From small quantitative gains to large qualitative ones



Model sizes vs tasks

https://ai.googleblog.com/2022/04/pathways-language-model-palm-scaling-to.html



Model sizes vs tasks

https://ai.googleblog.com/2022/04/pathways-language-model-palm-scaling-to.html



LLM JOURNEY
Bring-Your-Data and P-tune a 
pretrained GPT3 models to 
enable a variety of use cases.

P-tuning for the masses

Successfully deploy 3.6B GPT3 
model and make inference as trial 
run to pave the road for 175B GPT3 
model’s deployment. 

Inference & Deployment 

Pretraining 175B model thanks 
to the collaboration and the 
partnership. 

Pre-training Nordic 
175B GPT3

Establish workflow within 
partnership and collaborations via 
hands-on experiments and trained 
the first 3.6B GPT3 model.

Swedish GPT 3.6B model

Secure HW (Berzelius SuperPOD) 
and SW (NeMo Megatron) 
knowledge for scaling to train and 
deploy Nordic 175B GPT3.

Secure AI infra 
Form collaboration between 
Sweden , Denmark and 
Norway  to collect more data.  

More data to feed 175B



Start your LLM Journey
You have everything around you to succeed

• CINECA resources and support

• Strong Academy ecosystem

• Industry collaborations spurring innovation

• Large amount of material including open-source 
software, pre-trained models, documentation 

• NVIDIA AI Technology Center (NVAITC) Italy

• Largest NVIDIA system worldwide 

• 250 PFlop/s 

• World's fourth most powerful supercomputer in the Top500 ranking.

• ~14K NVIDIA GPUs A100 60GB Memory each
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